2015 SCBWI-Wisconsin Releases: Picture Books and Books for Young Readers
ONE PLASTIC BAG: Isatou Ceesay and the Recycling Women of the Gambia !
by Miranda Paul; ill. Elizabeth Zunon. Lerner Publishing/Millbrook Press. Feb. 2015-Nonfiction, ages 3-10.
ISBN-10: 1467716081, ISBN-13: 978-1467716086 This narrative picture book tells the story of how five Gambian
women sparked a movement that would restore beauty to their village and increase their own economic capacity. A
Junior Library Guild Selection www.oneplasticbag.com!

WATER IS WATER!
by Miranda Paul; ill. Jason Chin. May, 2015. Macmillan/Roaring Book Press (A Neal Porter Book) Fiction,
ages 3-8, ISBN-10: 159643984X, ISBN-13: 978-1596439849 This poetic story follows two siblings—and all
the water around them—through a year’s worth of movements and changes. Includes back matter facts
about the science behind the story, with additional information about water.!
WHEREVER YOU GO!
by Pat Zietlow Miller. ill. Eliza Wheeler. May, 2015. Little Brown. Fiction, ages 2-6. !
ISBN: 9780316400022. Join an adventurous rabbit and his animal friends on a journey to discover the magical worlds
that await them just outside their doors. This book celebrates the possibilities that lie beyond the next bend in the road –
the same road that will always lead you home again.!

CORK AND FUZZ: Spring Cleaning!
by Dori Chaconas; ill. Lisa McCue. March, 2015. Penguin Young Readers.- Fiction, ages 5-9 - !
ISBN: 978-0670016860!
Cork the muskrat likes to clean, especially in the spring. Fuzz the possum
does not like to clean, any time of year. Can the two friends find a way to compromise so both are happy
with the results?!
IT’S EASTER, LITTLE BUNNY!!
by Elizabeth Jaeger
ill. Nancy Boyer. Candy Cane Publishers /Ideals (Spring, 2015) Board Book, infant to
3 years ISBN-13: 978-0-8249-1949-8 Little bunny enjoys Easter by participating in a joyful egg hunt with friends.!
BABY SAYS “MOO!” !
by JoAnn Early Macken Ill. David Walker (Padded Board Book) Disney Hyperion. June, 2015. !
ISBN-13: 978-1484720981 Infants - 3 years Ask Baby what people say, what dogs say, what horses say, !
or what birds say, and Baby has only one answer: “MOO!”!
SONA AND THE WEDDING GAME!

By Kashmira Sheth. Illustrated by Yoshiko Jaeggi. Peachtree Publishers. April, 2015 !
Fiction, ages 4-8
Sona's big sister is getting married and she's been given an important job to
do, to steal the groom's shoes. She's unfamiliar with this Indian tradition as well as many of the other
magical experiences that will occur before and during the special event. !

!

THE SMUGGLER’S SECRETS: A CAROLINE MYSTERY
by Kathleen Ernst . American Girl Press. Spring, 2015. ISBN-10: 1609589165 Middle Grade,
Historical fiction, Age 9 and up. The War of 1812 is still raging when Caroline goes to visit her cousin
Lydia and Uncle Aaron's farm, and finds evidence that someone is smuggling precious supplies to the
British. She can't believe anyone would help the enemy during wartime! Even worse: could the traitor
be her own uncle?
WHERE IS THE GREAT WALL?
by Patricia Brennan Demuth, ill. Jerry Hoare- February, 2015. Grosset & Dunlap.Nonfiction,Middle
Grade /Ancient history. ISBN: 978-0448483580Part of non-fiction series on world history. Through the
story of the wall, Patricia Brennan Demuth is able to tell the story of China itself, the rise and fall of
dynasties, China’s culture, and its present-day status as a Communist world power.
WHAT WAS ELLIS ISLAND? !
by Patricia Brennan Demuth; ill. David Groff. March, 2014. Grossat & Dunlap. Nonfiction, Middle Grade/
American History ISBN: 978-0448479156!
Learn more about America’s history, and perhaps even your
own, through the story of one of the most popular landmarks in the country.!

!

WHAT WAS D-DAY? by Patricia Brennan Demuth, ill. David Grayson Kenyon. April, 2015. Grossat & Dunlap.
Nonfiction, Middle Grade/American History/WWII. ISBN: 978-0-8249-1942-9 Dive into the heart of the action
and discover how it was planned and carried out against Germans who had been tricked into thinking the
attack would take place elsewhere. D-Day was a major turning point in World War II.!
WHO WAS GALILEO?!
by Patricia Brennan Demuth; ill. Joh O’Brien. February, 2015. Grosst & Dunlap. Nonfiction/ Middle Grade/
Biography. He turned long-held notions about the universe topsy turvy with his support of a sun-centric solar system. It
presents a sympathetic portrait of a brilliant man who lived in a time when speaking scientific truth was still a dangerous
proposition.!

